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The inclusion of global financial markets has put Islamic banks in an intense 

competition with traditional banks. So, in order to compete in domestic and 

worldwide deposit markets, this research helps the Islamic banks in order to draw 

and initiate acceptable instruments that could cope with the remains innovations in 

financial markets. Specifically, the main purpose of this research is to measure the 

relationship between the performance among Islamic bank in Malaysia for the time 

period of 2011 to 2015 and its characteristics, by differentiate both the internal and 

the external characteristics. Risk Return Theory and Signalling Theory were applied to 

predict the relationship between the bank characteristics and its performance. From 

the regression model, the study has found that there was a moderate correlation 

between internal factors and profitability of Islamic banks in Malaysia. It was also 

found that there was a positive moderate relationship between the external 

characteristic and the financial performance among the Malaysian Islamic banks. The 

findings indicate that Islamic banks should invest in other lines of business such as 

product diversification and investments to stimulate their stability and contribute to 

profitability. These findings may enable the managers of the Islamic bank to make the 

right decision in order to generate outstanding outcomes and supports the bank 

regulators to make the right option in conducting Islamic banking operation systems.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The international financial crisis attracts more attention to Islamic banking removing their 

doubts on functioning of traditional conventional banking. Since the onset of 2008 financial crisis, 

sector of global Islamic banking and finance has their own growth rate, due to increasing demand 

for its services. Islamic banking obtaining popularity in emerging markets after contributing some 

financial organizations to prevent the worst of the economic meltdown. However, there are several 

initiatives that should be taken in order to improve more on Islamic banking industry. 

Nowadays, the argument among researchers about the exact characteristics of Islamic banks 

and their effect of performance are still protracted. Thus, this study is carried out to figure out the 
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